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now, streaming was different. i was pretty sure i could watch born on the fourth of july from netflix. i could not watch it on-line from amazon or cbs. but it was a different story with bbc america. i just watched a new episode of doctor who on my computer. was
that a violation of copyright? yes if it was streaming, but not so much if i downloaded it for personal use. i can't watch doctor who if i want to on amazon. i can on netflix. but i can't on syfi. bbc america made it available. what about downloading shows for

personal use? in some cases, i think this is a copyright violation. others agree with me. i don't see how downloading doctor who to a hard drive for one's own personal use is any different than downloading a video cassette or a laserdisc. i don't see why
downloading a blu-ray should be any different than downloading a dvd. in fact, if i have the means to download something, i might as well do it. at least it is a more convenient way of watching it. but there is something else at work here. for instance, i have a
stack of dvds at my house. if i could download a dvd, i might as well download the whole stack. if i do download it, i want to watch it on a player that i know will work. most likely, it will be the player i currently have at home, or one i have purchased. i know i
can't expect to find my old laserdiscs at best buy. now, if i go to a random website and download it for a couple of days, i know i can't expect to find it at best buy or any other retail outlet. if i want to watch it on a movie player that i dont own, i might as well

just buy a copy. so if i download it, i will probably be violating copyright. but i'm willing to bet that if i download the whole stack, i will have to go to best buy to find out what i have.
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The open-source Gnomish Language is the start of a new tradition of free fantasy languages. With it, if
you wish, you can create your own fantasy language complete with conlang, nonstandard lexicon and
grammar. The possibilities for creating fantasy languages are virtually limitless -- all you need is the

imagination and the desire to create! Yeah. Well, they didn't steal any of the property -- they just
smashed the computer, took the hardware, and then erased it. You don't see pirates taking property,

you know. You see them stealing stories! It's not like most of those stories are extremely valuable.
Pirates are into the whole story-theft thing, don't you know. They wouldn't take just a basic, one-volume
edition of Asterix and Obelix. They're, I don't know, obsessed with stories. They like a good story better

than a plate of steaming steaks, even... probably even wine. Pirates like wine as much as they like
Bibles and LOLcats, if not more... These people are criminals. Their preferred methods of theft are not
stealing something big and expensive, but stealing something very small and easily replaceable -- like

the story that appeared online and for free. That's what Pirates do. They go into a story and then steal it
and erase it -- no matter how innocent it may be. This is what the Pirate Rebellion is fighting for. They
are the only ones willing to stand up for these tiny stories against the might of the big corporations.
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